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remember, the term foreign film is a bit ambiguous. a recent study of the term by london-based media scholar joseph nevins identified the use of the term to refer to content and media products as well as the
country of origin. he notes that, during the twentieth century, the u.s. media industry developed a collection of generic terms to describe content that was either not part of the domestic media marketplace or
went beyond the mainstream. the term foreign film appears to have been first used by new york times critic bosley crowther to describe a type of british film that was neither realistic nor american. such a film
was contrary to the then-dominant hollywood cinema. for crowther, foreign films were at best escapist or at worst vulgar and decadent. they were an american cinema after all, and by the time the times began
to use the term regularly in 1938, the term reflected the cultural anxieties of the period. foreign cinema was for many americans a direct threat, and the term was often used in conjunction with the more
pejorative labels of "second-rate" and "b" movie. in the mid-1940s, crowther became the most important advocate for the foreign film, and his papers were used by the library of congress for foreign language
film catalogue. the labels of "foreign film" and "b" film would remain until the 1950s when they were adopted as terms of praise by a number of critics who believed that hollywood's moral standards were
deteriorating. the "foreign" film, then, can be seen as a cultural critique of american cinema and at the same time an argument that the "american" way was becoming the only way.
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